Immunotherapy for bladder cancer
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Abstract: It is nearly 40 years since Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) was first used as an immunotherapy to treat superficial bladder cancer. Despite its limitations, to date it has not been surpassed by any other treatment. As a better understanding of its mechanism of action and the clinical response to it have evolved, some of the questions around optimal dosing and treatment protocols have been answered. However, its potential for toxicity and failure to produce the desired clinical effect in a significant cohort of patients presents an ongoing challenge to clinicians and researchers alike. This review summarizes the evidence behind the established mechanism of action of BCG in bladder cancer, highlighting the extensive array of immune molecules that have been implicated in its action. The clinical aspects of BCG are discussed, including its role in reducing recurrence and progression, the optimal treatment regime, toxicity and, in light of new evidence, whether or not there is a superior BCG strain. The problems of toxicity and non-responders to BCG have led to development of new techniques aimed at addressing these pitfalls. The progress made in the laboratory has led to the identification of novel targets for the development of new immunotherapies. This includes the potential augmentation of BCG with various immune factors through to techniques avoiding the use of BCG altogether; for example, using interferon-activated mononuclear cells, BCG cell wall, or BCG cell wall skeleton. The potential role of gene, virus, or photodynamic therapy as an alternative to BCG is also reviewed. Recent interest in the immune check point system has led to the development of monoclonal antibodies against proteins involved in this pathway. Early findings suggest benefit in metastatic disease, although the role in superficial bladder cancer remains unclear.
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Introduction

It is coming up to 40 years since the first report of the use of Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) as an immunotherapy for the treatment of bladder cancer. Since then, numerous studies have set out to explain how BCG exerts its effect on urothelial tumor cells. Further, several clinical trials have attempted to address the clinical questions relating to BCG immunotherapy, with particular attention paid to dosing regimens, induction and maintenance therapy, comparison with the cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents, and combination therapy, for example, using interferon (IFN)-α.

The anatomical properties of the bladder make it an excellent organ for this type of therapy. Its hollow structure with a ready-made access route via the urethra facilitates direct intravesical administration of antitumor agents which are relatively contained, thus minimizing, although not completely preventing, toxic systemic effects.
Moreover, the response to these agents can subsequently be monitored with relative ease when compared with other organs through surveillance cystoscopy and biopsy. Non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) represents around 70% of the 70,000 new bladder cancer cases diagnosed in the USA each year. The development of BCG as an immunotherapy for NMIBC and its proven effects of reducing recurrence and progression has revolutionized the treatment of this malignancy. There are also reports that, at present, BCG is underused, so better awareness of its indications could potentially help a greater number of patients with NMIBC. This review summarizes the evidence to date and also looks at future prospects for the use of immunotherapy for bladder cancer.

**History of the development of BCG**

BCG was developed as a vaccine against tuberculosis (TB). It is a live attenuated vaccine originally produced from the same bacterium that gives rise to bovine TB, ie, *Mycobacterium bovis*. Attenuation was achieved through manipulation of the bacillus by serial growths on a culture medium. This resulted in a gradual loss of the genes producing virulence such that it could be safely inoculated into humans. Importantly, it retains enough similarity to *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* that when a human is vaccinated with BCG a degree of immunity to TB ensues. It was originally developed by Calmette and Guerin at the beginning of the 20th century using a glycerinated bile potato medium in a process that began in 1908, leading to its first clinical use as a vaccine for TB in 1921. On average, a 50% reduced risk of TB with BCG can be expected according to a meta-analysis published in 1994. However, reductions in TB due to BCG do range considerably, with figures from 0% to 80% reported. It is thought that this, in part, reflects the genetic variability between the different strain preparations created around the world.

**History of the use of BCG in bladder cancer**

In 1929, Pearl noted that patients with tuberculosis had lower rates of cancer when examined at autopsy. This observation was arguably the first step in the journey that ultimately led to the treatment of bladder cancer with BCG. Animal studies in the 1950s confirmed the positive effects of BCG on cancer rates but it was not until 1976 when Morales et al published the seminal paper on the use of intravesical BCG in human patients. Nearly 40 years later, BCG remains an important therapeutic tool in NMIBC.

**Mechanism of action**

Many would argue that the exact mechanism of action of BCG in its ability to treat bladder cancer is not fully understood. However, the profound effect of BCG on stimulation of the immune system is well recognized. What is known for certain is that several immune molecules and cell types are involved and, as the body of work on the subject grows, it is apparent that the effects of BCG on the immune system are complex, multifactorial, and likely to evolve as our understanding increases.

Evidence to date supports the idea that the antitumor effects of BCG are produced by an interplay between the direct effects on tumor cells by BCG infection and the host’s immune response. The result of this immune activation is to improve recognition and subsequent destruction of tumor cells through non-specific and specific cell-mediated mechanisms.

One approach to understanding the effects of BCG is to separate the complex reactions into the following three categories (Table 1). This scheme is advocated, by Kawai et al, amongst others.

**Infection of urothelial cells**

Ratliff demonstrated the role of fibronectin (a glycoprotein of the extracellular matrix) in the attachment of BCG to tumor cells in the late 1980s. BCG is then internalized into the tumor cells, a step that appears to be fundamental to the subsequent immune response. This was demonstrated in experiments where an antifibronectin antibody inhibited

<p>| Table 1 Summary of key steps and mediators in the mechanism of action of BCG immunotherapy |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps in BCG activity</th>
<th>Mediated by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Infection of urothelial and/or bladder cancer cells</td>
<td>Fibronectin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Induction of immune reaction</td>
<td>Cell types: granulocytes, T-helper cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immune molecules: MHC class I, CD4+, various cytokines including IL-1, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, IL-17, TNF-α, and IFN-γ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Induction of antitumor effects</td>
<td>Th1 cells (acquired immunity) via CD4+ T-cells and CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (driven by IL-2, TNF, IL-12, and IFN-γ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Th2-cell (innate immunity) through NK cells (driven by IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, and IL-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutrophil recruitment (via IL-17 release) and macrophages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations**: IL, interleukin; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; BCG, Bacillus Calmette–Guerin; NK, natural killer; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha; IFN-γ, interferon gamma.
the antitumor effect of BCG. In a mouse model, BCG has been found in urothelial cells within 24 hours of instillation. This finding has been supported by in vitro studies in human bladder cancer cell lines.

Induction of immune reaction
This infection of urothelial cells by BCG leads to stimulation of the local immune response via activation of the reticuloendothelial system. Granulocytes, macrophages, and T-helper (Th) cells all appear to facilitate this process. The internalization of BCG, as with other microbes, mediates the antigen-processing functions of antigen-presenting cells. BCG also increases the surface expression of major histocompatibility complex class I in urothelial tumor cells. It is this enhancement of antigen presentation following BCG that suggests a T-cell-major histocompatibility complex pathway is involved in the antitumor response. In mice bladder carcinoma cells, presentation of antigen to BCG-specific CD4+ T-cells has been demonstrated. These findings support the idea that not only the host’s circulating antigen-presenting cells but also infected bladder tumor cells are involved in initiating the immune response.

Several cytokines have been implicated in this cell-mediated response, including interleukin (IL)-1, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, tumor necrosis factor-α, and IFN. This has been demonstrated by analysis of urine following administration of BCG. IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8 are increased after the first BCG instillation. However, with the majority of the other cytokines, an increase is not seen until the second dose of BCG; moreover, the concentrations increase with successive treatments. This biochemical response would appear to explain the clinical response, in immunological terms, obtained after successive BCG instillations. More recently IL-17 has been shown to be involved in the process; release of this cytokine by T-cells in response to BCG appears to result in recruitment of neutrophils to the bladder, which is important for its antitumor effect.

The role of IFN seems to have particular importance. Patard attempted to quantify the local immune response by analyzing the production of IFN in urine following BCG therapy as a means to define the optimal treatment regime. This was achieved using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay test kit. This study revealed that, during a 6-week course of BCG, at least three weekly instillations were required to produce a detectable response in IFN-γ, which continued to increase with successive treatments. Further, they demonstrated that tumor-associated antigens and major histocompatibility complex molecules were induced on urothelial cells following treatment in five of the seven patients analyzed. The authors proposed that this simple test could be used as a way to rationalize treatment dose and duration.

Antitumor activity
Acquired versus innate immunity
The idea that Th1 cell-mediated (or acquired) immunity is responsible for producing the beneficial antitumor activity stimulated by BCG is well documented. This effect is produced by CD4+ T-cell and CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocyte activity. However, there is evidence that the innate or humoral response (mediated by the Th2 arm of the immune system) also serves to induce an antitumor effect. Mice deficient in natural killer cells (or when given anti-natural killer antibody) failed to respond to BCG therapy.

Role of neutrophils, macrophages, and dendritic cells
There is increasing evidence to support the role of neutrophils in BCG immunotherapy for bladder cancer. Neutrophils are the major white blood cell component present in urine following BCG therapy, the degree of which appears to predict tolerance and outcome of intravesical BCG immunotherapy. In a study of 72 patients, Saint et al showed that a high leukocyturia count following BCG correlated with a reduction in recurrence; further, a high level also predicted the severity and duration of adverse events. The preliminary results of this study suggest that the degree of leukocyturia might be used as a means by which to adapt BCG maintenance regimes to the individual patient. However, as in many other areas of BCG immunotherapy research, larger-scale, randomized trials are required before this notion becomes clinically relevant.

Macrophages have also been identified as likely cell types involved in BCG-induced antitumor activity. Macrophages are one of the first-line agents in the body’s defense against mycobacterial infection, and their role in BCG-induced cytotoxicity, has arguably been underestimated to date, as evidenced by the relative lack of in vivo studies in this area. They appear to have a role both in direct tumor cell death and presentation of antigens to cells of the adaptive immune system.

The role of both macrophages and IFN-γ in the antitumor response is further supported in a study by Thiounn et al. Using an in vitro culture of autologous mononuclear cells activated by IFN-γ that were introduced back into the bladders of patients with G2 and G3 pTa disease, this group showed a statistically significant reduction in rate of recurrence. As well as demonstrating the potential role of macrophages activated...
by IFN-γ in the pathway of BCG-mediated immunotherapy, this study carries with it the potential benefit of bypassing BCG-related toxic effects by not using the mycobacterium directly. However, these results have yet to be validated in larger-scale studies.

The observation that a patient’s prognosis is better if there are increased numbers of urinary dendritic cells after BCG therapy led Naoe et al to investigate whether dendritic cells preactivated by BCG in vitro increase the numbers of natural killer T-cells and γδ T-cells. As well as showing this to be the case, the authors also reported cytotoxic activity of the resulting lymphocytes against a bladder cancer cell line, a finding that reveals yet another cell type potentially implicated in the mechanism of BCG-mediated antitumor activity.

**Summary of BCG action**

The immune response to BCG can be summarized as follows: infection of urothelial and bladder tumor cells by BCG results in internalization of BCG, which increases the expression of antigen-presenting molecules. This induces an immune response via cytokine release. Th1 cytokines (IL-2, tumor necrosis factor, IL-12, and IFN-γ) and Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, and IL-10) along with IL-8 and IL-17 are all implicated. This complex immune cascade induces antitumor activity mediated by cytotoxic T lymphocytes, natural killer cells, neutrophils, and macrophages.

**Can response to therapy be predicted?**

The potential for concentrations of urinary neutrophils to predict antitumor activity has already been discussed; however, other parts of the immune response have also been put forward to perform the same purpose. Measurement of tumor-infiltrating dendritic cells and tumor-associated macrophages has been proposed as a means by which to predict the response to BCG therapy. Ayari et al assessed levels of CD83+ dendritic cells and CD68+ macrophages in patients with high-risk NMIBC treated with transurethral resection (TUR) of bladder tumor (TURBT) and maintenance BCG. Their results suggested that patients with low levels of CD83+ tumor-infiltrating dendritic cells responded better to maintenance BCG than patients with higher levels at the time of resection. In the same cohort, a similar effect was seen in those patients who recruited more CD68+ tumor-associated macrophages, ie, there was an increased risk of recurrence. Further studies are required to confirm these preliminary findings, but if validated, the pretreatment levels of these immune cells may have relevance in determining the treatment regime for individual patients.

BCG is known to induce tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) via release of IFN. BCG appears to be responsible for upregulation of TRAIL, as shown in a study that compared baseline and subsequent urinary TRAIL levels in patients given intravesical BCG. This upregulation predicted the response to BCG therapy, with those responding (defined as more than 12 months tumor-free) expressing levels of urinary TRAIL approximately three times that of those who did not. The same study demonstrated the in vitro death of bladder cells by TRAIL, highlighting the probable importance of this molecule in the action of BCG in bladder cancer.

**Clinical perspectives**

**Evidence for reduction of recurrence of bladder cancer by BCG**

There is now a large body of evidence demonstrating the superior efficacy of BCG in the treatment of bladder cancer when compared with TUR alone or TUR and chemotherapy. The European Association of Urology (EAU) guidelines on NMIBC in 2013 report a total of five meta-analyses to substantiate this claim. In addition, there have been individual randomized controlled trials comparing BCG with epirubicin and IFN, mitomycin C, and epirubicin alone, all of which showed BCG to be the best agent with respect to preventing recurrence.

**Role in carcinoma in situ**

Prior to the development of BCG immunotherapy, 52% of patients with carcinoma in situ (CIS) would go on to develop muscle-invasive disease. The beneficial role of BCG in CIS of the bladder was demonstrated in a study showing a 71% complete response, again using a 6-week instillation course. A large, randomized controlled trial by the South West Oncology Group comparing induction plus a 3-week maintenance course versus induction alone using intravesical BCG in CIS showed a clear advantage of the former regimen. The addition of a 3-week maintenance course beginning at 3 months produced a complete response rate of 84% and, with ongoing 3-monthly installations, over 70% of those who responded remained disease-free for over 5 years.

**Evidence for prevention of progression by BCG**

As the ability of BCG to prevent tumor recurrence became increasingly well documented, it became less clear how this
translated into preventing disease progression or attaching mortality. Several studies have attempted to define whether or not BCG immunotherapy can prevent progression. A meta-analysis by Sylvester et al in 2002 identified a total of 24 trials encompassing 4,863 patients comparing TUR and BCG with either TUR alone or TUR with another non-BCG treatment.4 This study found a reduction of 27% in the odds of progression in patients treated with BCG if given any period of maintenance therapy. This finding was supported in a meta-analysis by Böhle and Bock in 2004.46 Their study looked at the outcomes from nine clinical trials including a total of 1,277 patients comparing BCG and mitomycin C. Overall, there was no statistically significant difference in the odds ratio for progression between the two groups; however, as determined by Sylvester et al, there was a statistically significant reduction in tumor progression in the subgroup of patients treated with BCG where maintenance therapy was also given.4

The 3-year treatment protocol used in the USA by the South West Oncology Group45 has been validated in subsequent randomized controlled trials. Sylvester et al put BCG head-to-head with intravesical epirubicin chemotherapy in a large study of patients with intermediate-to-high risk bladder cancer.47 This maintenance regimen confirmed reduced recurrence, but for the first time, given the long-term follow-up in the study design, also showed a benefit with regard to disease-specific survival.

**Optimal treatment regime**

Herr and Morales understood that at least 3 weeks of treatment were required in order to induce the delayed hypersensitivity reaction necessary for an immune-mediated effect from therapy.48 The supplier of the BCG vaccine used in their study marketed its product in packs containing six 120 mg vials, and this, combined with the knowledge that side effects resolved after a week, led these authors to create a 6-weekly regimen that was used in the original paper.1 The effect of this was that tumor recurrence was reduced 12-fold, although this was seen in a small patient group. Further work was required to validate these promising preliminary findings.

The same regimen was employed in the initial controlled clinical trials of BCG in human bladder cancer organized by the National Cancer Institute. Results from these trials were published by two separate groups in 1980 and 1985, respectively,49,50 and showed a significant reduction in tumor recurrence.

Ongoing follow-up of the original study revealed that the benefits of BCG (in terms of preventing recurrence, progression, and mortality) are lost after 15 years, and this ultimately led to the development of the concept of maintenance therapy. Extravesical mortality rates of 32% and 44%, with disease in the ureters and prostatic urethra, respectively, were seen in this cohort of patients.31

Lamm showed that compared with a single induction course, the introduction of maintenance BCG reduced tumor recurrence in high-risk patients from 52% to 25%.46 This benefit was seen over a 7-year period.

For maximal efficacy, the latest EAU guidelines recommend giving BCG in a maintenance schedule.40 These guidelines highlight the fact that several schedules have been adopted (from 10 instillations over 18 weeks, to 27 over 3 years) but the meta-analysis by Sylvester et al in 2002 failed to identify the most effective regime.4

Conclusive evidence for the optimal number of induction instillations and frequency and duration of maintenance therapy is lacking,52 and due to the infinite number of possible combinations, is unlikely ever to be realized. Therefore, it is important to use the evidence that is available and weigh this against other factors, such as cost, adverse effects, and patient choice, when deciding upon a regime for an individual patient.

The European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) conducted a randomized controlled trial and demonstrated that 3 years of maintenance rather than 1 year was required in order to reduce the recurrence rate in high-risk patients;53 the same effect was not observed in intermediate-risk patients, and there was no difference in progression or survival. For this reason, the EAU recommend that BCG immunotherapy be reserved for high-risk disease, and that outside of this category intravesical chemotherapy should be considered as first-line therapy.

To this day, one of the main ongoing challenges regarding BCG maintenance therapy is to establish the most effective treatment regimen. One study of patients receiving BCG for CIS and high-grade bladder tumors compared an induction course with a 6-week maintenance course every 6 months for 2 years, but this protocol showed no benefit over induction alone.59 Further studies were therefore required to determine if there was a more effective maintenance protocol.

As the shelf-life of BCG-induced immune stimulation is far exceeded by the lifelong risk of tumor recurrence and progression, maintenance therapy is a vital part of BCG therapy for bladder cancer. In a randomized controlled trial, Lamm showed that BCG given in 3-weekly cycles at intervals of 3, 6, and then 6 months up to 3 years not only reduced recurrence, but also worsening of disease, defined as stage progression or need for surgery, radiotherapy or
systemic chemotherapy. The positive effect of maintenance was backed up in a meta-analysis comparing induction plus maintenance BCG with induction alone, which demonstrated that addition of a maintenance regime achieves a reduction in tumor progression of 37%. This study also assessed cancer-specific mortality, as well as progression, comparing BCG with surgery and chemotherapy. Although a 19% reduction in mortality with BCG was shown, this was not statistically significant.

There are some data supporting the need to continue maintenance for a period of at least 3 years, as evidenced by a study comparing a 1-year with a 3-year maintenance regime for high-risk disease only. At present there are no studies looking beyond a 3-year time frame, but it is reasonable to assume that, as the effects of BCG wane with time, there is a need to provide ongoing BCG maintenance therapy in view of the fact that the risk of recurrence and progression remains with the patient lifelong. Clearly, further studies in this area are required in order to provide the optimal evidence for best clinical practice.

Some groups firmly advocate the benefits of 3 years over 1 year of maintenance therapy, especially in relation to CIS, whereas EAU guidelines support the use of any maintenance therapy exceeding 1 year based primarily on the meta-analysis by Sylvester et al. An alternative method, supported by Herr et al and described in 2011, rejects maintenance therapy altogether and adopts a more pragmatic patient-based approach and favors selective retreatment. In a large cohort of 1,021 high-risk patients, a 6-week induction course of BCG was given. Patients who responded did not receive any maintenance therapy but were retreated with BCG when relapse occurred. The results were compared with those of published randomized maintenance trials after a minimum follow-up of 5 years using tumor and progression-free survival rates as end points. The authors concluded that their results compared favorably, with recurrence-free and progression-free survival rates of 46% and 89%, respectively. Although recurrence rates were somewhat higher than in previously published studies, progression rates were similar. Overall, 32% required a further course of BCG. Put another way, approximately seven in ten patients who would otherwise have received maintenance BCG (in accordance with the generally accepted view of optimal therapy) did not need it with this approach. Clearly, this could have significant implications for both individual patients and health care providers alike, as well as reducing the demand on periodically threatened worldwide supplies of BCG. However, at present, the overwhelming body of evidence does not support this technique, but it does raise some interesting questions and may provide solutions to some of the problems surrounding BCG therapy.

**Optimal dose**

In order to reduce the potential side effects of BCG, studies have explored the impact of a reduced dose on both efficacy and toxicity. The effect of this approach remains controversial and further assessment is arguably warranted. One-third standard dose (but not one-sixth) has been shown to be adequate in intermediate-risk cancers with respect to efficacy. There appears to be no difference between severe (ie, systemic) toxicity between normal and reduced dose groups, although there is less incidence of local side effects with a reduced dose. An EORTC trial failed to establish any difference in toxicity between standard and one-third dose protocols. This randomized controlled trial included four arms, ie, one-third dose and full dose BCG for 1 and 3 years each. Moreover, the one-third dose was associated with a higher disease recurrence rate, which was even more evident when given for just 1 year of maintenance therapy. There was no difference between rates of progression or death between the study groups. However, this trial did show that an additional 2 years of treatment with full-dose BCG conferred no benefit for intermediate-risk patients.

A more recent EORTC publication paid particular attention to the side effects in the same study design. A large proportion (62.8%) of the 1,316 patients reported local side effects, with no statistically significant difference between the four groups. The previously reported systemic BCG-related side effects in the region of 5% were vastly exceeded in this study, at a level of 30.6%. There was also a notable dropout rate of 7.8%, which tended to occur more often in the 1st year of treatment, and we know from the meta-analysis by Sylvester et al that this period is the minimum critical time maintenance therapy should exceed.

In contrast, The Cancer Committee of the French Urological Association recently published a randomized controlled trial comparing one-third full dose with fewer instillations. It compared three weekly instillations every 3 months with every 6 months for 3 years and found no statistically significant difference in either disease recurrence or progression. This study also confirmed the findings of earlier studies, in that no difference in toxicity was evident in the group receiving less BCG overall. However, this study is limited by its relatively short follow-up period of just 2 years.

In conclusion, the majority of the studies published to date tell us that reducing the BCG dose seems to have little effect
on minimizing side effects and systemic toxicity, and may be detrimental to the beneficial effects of BCG immunotherapy for bladder cancer, particularly in high-risk patients.

**Toxicity of BCG**

Generally speaking, BCG is fairly well tolerated, but can be fatal (albeit rarely), which must be considered a serious limitation to its clinical use. Fatalities from disseminated BCG tend to occur in immunocompromised patients, so systemic conditions or pharmacotherapies that interfere with the immune system must be considered prior to initiating therapy. More commonly, BCG produces irritating lower urinary tract symptoms, including frequency and dysuria, which tend to resolve within a few days. There is limited evidence in support of the fact that the presence of BCG-related symptoms equates to a better outcome, and these adverse effects might act as a surrogate marker of the underlying immunological response. This is worth considering when planning the frequency of follow-up surveillance cystoscopy and also when counseling patients with side effects (ie, they might be more inclined to tolerate these if they know the treatment is having a beneficial effect). Equally, it may be that this subset of symptomatic patients (with a more profound immunological response) needs less frequent maintenance courses, but further research is required to clarify these ideas. Of note, when compared specifically with fever, no relationship with efficacy was identified in the EORTC data, which somewhat argues against a relationship between toxicity and efficacy.

Less common manifestations of BCG toxicity based on an analysis of 2,602 patients undergoing intravesical treatment are summarized in Table 2, and represent less than 5% of cases.

Severe reactions to BCG are due to intravenous absorption of the organism and often follow traumatic catheterization. Concurrent cystitis is also believed to contribute to severe reactions. The advice regarding absolute contraindications to BCG in the EAU guidelines reflects these findings (Table 3). However, it is recommended that in cases of sterile pyuria or asymptomatic bacteriuria, BCG can be administered and antibiotics are not required. Relative contraindications include immunosuppression and infection with human immunodeficiency virus. However, the evidence for this is not robust, with some studies suggesting no difference in efficacy or safety when compared with patients with an intact immune system.

Although the EAU guidelines do not support the use of antibiotics, studies have addressed the idea of giving prophylactic antibiotics with intravesical BCG, and it is probably fair to say the jury is still out with regard to this approach. A randomized, double-blind, prospective, placebo-controlled trial looked at the effect of ofloxacin on BCG-related side effects. It showed an 18.5% decrease in moderate and severe adverse effects, which, importantly, translated into improved compliance with BCG treatment. Recurrence (but not progression) rates were also lower in the group given antibiotic prophylaxis; however, the time given to follow-up was only 12 months, so further studies are needed to validate these claims. However, a similarly beneficial effect was not observed in a study in which isoniazid, an anti-TB antibiotic, was given as prophylaxis.

**Local side effects**

In accordance with the International Bladder Cancer Group and EAU advice, common side effects, including cystitis and/or hematuria, should be treated as follows. For hematuria in the presence of other symptoms, urine needs to be cultured to rule out infection. Persistent hematuria requires direct visualization of the bladder to assess for recurrence of tumor. The advice from the International Bladder Cancer Group for cystitis symptoms is rather more complex. In the first instance, symptoms can be treated with oral non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, which will often result in prompt resolution and instillations can be continued as planned.

| Table 2 Incidence of non-cystitis Bacillus Calmette–Guerin-related toxicity |
|-----------------|---------------------|
| **Side effect** | **Incidence (%)** |
| Fever (>39°C) | 2.9 |
| Significant hematuria | 1 |
| Prostatitis | 0.9 |
| Systemic infection with pulmonary and/or hepatic involvement | 0.7 |
| Arthralgia | 0.5 |
| Epididymitis | 0.4 |
| Sepsis (life-threatening) | 0.4 |
| Rash | 0.3 |
| Renal abscess | 0.2 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Absolute contraindications to BCG as per European Association of Urology guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute contraindications to intravesical BCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Within 2 weeks of transurethral resection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Macroscopic hematuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Traumatic catheterization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Symptomatic urinary tract infection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** BCG, Bacillus Calmette–Guerin.
If symptoms are persistent or worsening, then instillations should be stopped, a urine culture performed, and empirical antibiotics commenced. When empirical antibiotics fail, the advice is to treat according to sensitivities if culture-positive, and if culture-negative, antimicrobial therapy should be changed to a fluoroquinolone for 5 days, to be repeated as required. Intravesical anti-inflammatory preparations should also be considered at this stage. When these measures fail, anti-TB drugs and steroids should be employed. Finally, if there is no improvement in pain, frequency, or urgency, then clearly further BCG is not an option, and radical cystectomy is indicated to address both oncological and symptomatic problems (BCG can cause marked bladder contraction and thus debilitating symptoms for the patient in the absence of an infective cause for symptoms).

Is there a better BCG strain?
The EAU guidelines on NMIBC (2013 update) report no conclusive evidence for a difference in clinical efficacy between the various BCG strains. However, in light of new evidence, this statement is now controversial. A prospective randomized controlled trial by Rentsch et al set out to establish if there was a difference in treatment outcomes between two commonly used strains of BCG, ie, Connaught and Tice. Patients with high-risk NMIBC were given six installations of either BCG Connaught or BCG Tice, and the clinical data were backed up with further tests in murine models. The authors reported a statistically significant benefit of BCG Connaught over BCG Tice with respect to 5-year recurrence-free survival. There was no difference in BCG-related adverse effects. Analysis of the experimental data suggested a more pronounced Th1 response and greater T-cell recruitment in the bladders of BCG Connaught mice. This study suggests that there may be a benefit of BCG Connaught, although further, larger-scale studies will be required in order to validate this finding. Further, if the genes responsible for producing this apparent difference can be confirmed, this could provide valuable information with regard to identification of new targets for potential future immunotherapies.

Future goals and potential new targets in immunotherapy for bladder cancer
To date, BCG has not been surpassed by any other drug in terms of its ability to reduce disease recurrence and progression, but its potential for side effects and serious toxicity is undoubtedly a limitation to its use. Further, there is still a substantial group of patients, in the region of 30%, who do not respond favorably to BCG and go on to develop muscle-invasive disease.

As a greater understanding of the immunology involved develops, new targets for future drug therapies have been identified. Ultimately, the ideal candidate would be one that produces equivalent or improved, and possibly longer-lasting, antitumor effects, is easily manufactured, is better tolerated by patients, and avoids the risk of potentially fatal toxicity. Some of the alternatives to BCG currently being explored are now described.

BCG-cell wall and BCG-cell wall skeleton
One candidate that has been proposed to replace live BCG is the BCG cell wall skeleton (BCG-CWS). BCG-CWS is a component of the BCG cell wall (BCG-CW) and can be produced reasonably reliably. For a variety of reasons, including poor solubility and a strong negative charge, the use of BCG-CWS as an immunotherapy in its raw state would not be achievable. However, a Japanese group have recently proposed a novel method of delivering this molecule through packaging it into uniformly sized lipid particles, in a process called the liposome evaporated via emulsified lipid method, in order to improve its bioavailability. This BCG-CWS nanoparticle has been provisionally tested in rodent models for its antitumor effects. Specifically, it was shown to inhibit tumor growth in mouse bladder tumor (MBT-2) mice and also in a rat model using intravesical administration. Additionally, the same group showed a positive effect on Th1 differentiation in human T-cells.

A similar method to transport BCG-CW into bladder cancer cells has been described in a mouse model using R8-liposomes. The R8-liposome is akin to an envelope-type virus with the R8 component being a peptide capable of cell penetration. This has been shown to be effective in vivo in MBT-2 tumors and also in vitro in human bladder cancer cell lines. Further evaluation in clinical trials is required, but the prospect of using a molecule that induces the same immunological response without the potential for infection is promising.

Toll-like receptors and agonists
Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are expressed in urothelial cells and are believed to play a role in activation of both the innate and adaptive immune response. These targets have already been utilized in the treatment of other malignancies, for example, in basal cell carcinoma using the drug imiquimod. Variation in TLR expression has been shown, and there is evidence that there are reduced levels in bladder tumors.
The same study reported that particular subtypes of the TLR are involved in the response of tumor cells to BCG. Specifically TLR2, TLR4, and TLR9 all seem to be implicated in preventing recurrence with BCG treatment. Agonists of the aforementioned receptors, as well as TLR7, have been created and tested for their antitumor effects, with encouraging results in animal models. To date, only TLR7 and TLR9 agonists have been tested in clinical trials. Further studies are needed to establish the therapeutic significance of TLR agonists in bladder cancer.

Gene therapy

Given that the Th1 immune reaction predominates and seems to predict response to BCG, there has been a movement by some research groups to augment the action of BCG by stimulating this arm of the adaptive immune system by modification of standard intravesical therapy. One approach is to administer Th1-stimulating cytokines with BCG, eg, IFN-α. Although initial data have shown this method to be technically feasible, significant quantities of cytokines are required and, in practical terms, this appears to limit cytokines therapeutic use.

An alternative approach is to employ a recombinant form of BCG, ie, one able to secrete its own array of Th1-stimulating cytokines. So far, several recombinant BCG strains have been created. The hope is that through genetic modification, recombinant BCG might serve to reduce further the rates of disease recurrence and progression, and the initial data seem promising, albeit limited.

Virus therapy

Activating the antitumor immune response with viruses rather than BCG has recently been proposed as a novel way of treating bladder cancer. At present, this idea is very much in the early stages of development; however, there have been a few preliminary studies suggesting that this may be a useful and productive approach. Viruses carry the additional benefit of not only inducing an immune response in their own right, but could also act as a vector for delivery of potentially useful genes to stimulate the immune response, thereby augmenting the actions of BCG and possibly avoiding the need to administer BCG altogether.

The first trial to implement a virus-based therapy for bladder cancer used the vaccinia virus. This was given to patients with known muscle-invasive disease who had a decision to undergo cystectomy already in place. This method permitted a thorough histological examination of the bladder following virus instillation. This study involved just four patients, but no serious adverse effects were noted. Moreover, analysis of specimens revealed virus infection in normal and tumor cells, and an inflammatory response in the form of dendritic cell migration was observed.

A group from the University of Texas reported use of an adenovirus-mediated p53 gene transfer technique for patients with locally advanced bladder cancer. As in the first study using virus therapy, the patient group was small, but the authors reported the method to be safe and technically feasible. Further, biological activity was noted following intravesical administration of multiple doses of virus particles, with one of the patients seemingly having an antitumor response. A study using a replication-competent granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor-armed adenovirus in patients with superficial bladder cancer who have previously been treated with BCG has shown an overall response rate of 46% which increased to 63.6% in a multidose cohort. The adverse effects of virus therapy are similar to those seen in BCG immunotherapy, with dysuria, bladder pain and frequency, and systemic influenza-like symptoms all reported. These studies have also highlighted the need to pretreat the urothelium with a GAG solvent in order to improve infection of the virus into the tumor cells.

Role of PDT in BCG-refractory bladder cancer

Mechanism of action

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is not an immune therapy, however, there are some similarities to BCG at the molecular and cellular level. The cytotoxic effect of PDT requires three components to act in unison for the desired effect, ie, a photosensitive molecule, light of a specific wavelength, and oxygen. Further, under these conditions there is a preferential effect on tumor cells, because the photosensitizing drug exhibits an apparent affinity for malignant cells rather than normal tissue. Another possibility to explain this observation is that once taken up by a malignant cell, the drug is retained for much longer than it is by normal cells. The combination of these three key elements required for PDT to exert its effect results in generation of free radicals, and this results in direct cell death by apoptosis. However, there is also evidence that the immune response generated as a result also plays an important role. The acute inflammatory response secondary to PDT produces infiltration of neutrophils, not dissimilar to that seen post BCG immunotherapy. It is proposed that tumor-derived antigen presentation is then increased via a T-cell-mediated antitumor effect, in exactly the same way as BCG is now understood to exert its effect.
Clinical research in PDT for bladder cancer

There were several preliminary studies using PDT in bladder cancer in the 1990s; however, since then, support for the technique has waned. However, with the emergence of new photosensitizing drugs, interest in PDT has recently been rekindled. In 1993, Canada was the first country to approve a drug for PDT in the treatment of bladder cancer. This led to a trial using Photofrin® in high-risk patients following TURBT. The initial results were encouraging, with a rate of recurrence of 81% in the control group compared with 39% in the treatment arm; however, long-term adverse effects have limited its use, with photosensitivity occurring in around a third of patients and over nine in ten experiencing unpleasant urinary symptoms.

These side effects have been reported to be both severe and long-lasting. However, it has been proposed that lower doses can be implemented with meaningful clinical impact and a more favorable side effect profile. Nseyo et al reported a good outcome using three PDT treatments at a reduced dose 6 months apart; although their group of patients was small, 12 of 14 had a complete response. Uchibayashi et al reported promising outcomes of PDT in patients with BCG-refractory CIS using hematoporphyrin. Although their study only included 34 patients, the potential longer-term effects of PDT were demonstrated with a median follow-up of over 4 years. A complete response was achieved in 73.5% of patients. However, disease recurrence was common, occurring in more than half of the patients at 1 year and in over three quarters at 2 years, although these were mainly superficial tumors amenable to TURBT. This study supports the notion that PDT might have a role in bladder-preserving treatments for those who have failed BCG immunotherapy. Again, adverse side effects were not insignificant, with hematuria, frequency, photosensitivity, and a decrease in bladder capacity to around 150–200 mL all observed.

In 2003, Berger et al assessed the effect of PDT using 5-aminolevulinic acid in patients with recurrent NMIBC and previously treated with TURBT and/or BCG. This involved intravesical administration (rather than systemic, as in previous studies) of a photosensitizing drug. This group reported that 16 of 31 patients were recurrence-free at 23.7 months. Of those who developed recurrence, the mean time taken to do so was 8.3 months. Dysuria and hematuria were reported adverse effects, but the main benefit of this method seems to have been that skin photosensitivity was avoided. Similar findings were reported in an earlier study by Kriegmair et al. These studies also add weight to the notion that PDT has the potential to benefit patients in whom BCG has failed and cystectomy is undesirable.

A paper in 2013 reported the efficacy and safety of Radachlorin®, a new-generation photosensitive drug, in a group of patients with high-grade NMIBC, again who had failed BCG. This protocol involved intravenous delivery of the agent, but produced recurrence-free rates of 91% and 64% at 12 and 24 months, respectively. The authors reported that there were no severe adverse effects.

A Phase I study, also reported in 2013, assessed the impact of PDT with hexaminolevulinate as an adjuvant treatment in 17 patients after TURBT, given 6 weeks apart on three separate occasions using an intravesical protocol. The recurrence rates were 47%, 76%, and 88% at 6, 9, and 21 months, respectively. Bladder irritability was reported in 15 of the 17 patients, but this was transient and a cumulative effect with subsequent treatments was not observed. The small number of patients in this study does not allow for definitive conclusions to be drawn, but given the rapid tail-off effect after 6 months, an ongoing maintenance protocol might be required, as with BCG immunotherapy, in order to achieve a more sustained effect in reducing recurrence.

Future goals for PDT

The main goal for the successful application of PDT in the treatment of bladder cancer seems to be to establish the optimal illumination protocol in conjunction with the appropriate choice of photosensitizing agent and dosing to produce the desired effect whilst minimizing the significant side effect profile. Several new drugs have been identified in recent years, and these appear to have less detrimental effects than the first-generation drugs.

The important benefit of PDT seems to lie in the fact that BCG-refractory patients appear to demonstrate efficacy, thus either delaying or avoiding the need for cystectomy. PDT seems therefore to have emerged as a potential second-line treatment in this substantial group of patients. Further, PDT might have a role in an adjuvant setting for patients undergoing BCG. Murine studies suggest that PDT can augment the antitumor action of BCG immunotherapy but this theory will require validation in human cells and subjects. There also seems to be a role for PDT in other forms of urological malignancy, eg, prostate cancer, and clinical studies assessing its efficacy and safety in this area are in progress (see reviews Pinthus et al, Bozzini et al, and Korbelik et al).

Although the efficacy of PDT has been reported, the majority of studies to date have included small numbers of patients, so larger-scale, randomized controlled trials are
needed to validate these data. Also, the studies thus far have tended to focus on the effect of PDT on recurrence rates, so future studies will be required to establish the impact on progression.\textsuperscript{93}

**Immunotherapy in metastatic bladder cancer**

Programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) is expressed on bladder cancer cells, particularly at the invasive and metastatic ends of the disease spectrum.\textsuperscript{79} The role of this molecule, also referred to as B7-H1, appears to be to block the ability of the immune system to recognize and destroy malignant cells.\textsuperscript{94} It is understood that PD-L1 binds to PD-1 and B7.1, which are found on T-cells, rendering them ineffective.\textsuperscript{95} Therefore, by blocking this action, the ability of the immune system to fight tumor cells is restored. It is hoped that identification of inhibitors of this checkpoint system will be of therapeutic benefit, not only in bladder cancer but also in other malignancies, and there is currently a great deal of interest in this area.

In a preliminary Phase I study using MPDL3280A, a monoclonal antibody that targets PD-L1, this theory was tested in 31 patients with metastatic bladder cancer.\textsuperscript{95} The initial results are promising, with a 50% response rate. Moreover, the treatment was well tolerated, with side effects limited to pyrexia, anemia, anorexia, fatigue, and nausea, and no immune-related adverse effects.

To date, there are no studies assessing the role of anti-PD-L1 drugs in superficial bladder cancer. However, given that PD-L1 appears to be expressed with increasing frequency according to advancing tumor stage and grade, the role of pharmacological blockade in superficial disease might be limited. However, it is plausible that inhibitors of this molecular target might play a role in certain superficial subtypes, perhaps in high-risk NMIBC, and this would have particular relevance in patients who have failed BCG, in whom cystectomy is presently the only effective treatment.

A recent experimental study has assessed the effect of combining BCG with a monoclonal antibody to IL-10 (anti-IL-10R1) in a mouse model of bladder cancer.\textsuperscript{96} As previously discussed, the efficacy of BCG is mediated by a Th1 response. IL-10 is known to inhibit the Th1 response and is therefore associated with BCG failure. The study design compared three treatment groups, ie, mice treated with saline, mice treated with BCG alone, and mice treated with BCG and the anti-IL-10R1 monoclonal antibody. Using the anti-IL-10R1 monoclonal antibody with BCG, the authors demonstrated a tumor regression rate of 22% compared with 6% in the group treated with BCG alone. Moreover, none of the mice in the combination therapy group developed lung metastases, whereas 36% and 53% of mice developed lung metastases in the saline and BCG-alone groups, respectively.

The significance of this study should not be underestimated, and its findings suggest that the anti-IL-10R1 monoclonal antibody in conjunction with BCG confers both a systemic and local antitumor effect, which could have implications for both urologists and oncologists. This interesting study might provide a platform for further research into the use of monoclonal antibodies directed at the immune system in patients with bladder cancer, to support the promising work already commenced in the example of PD-L1 discussed above.

**Discussion**

The beneficial effect of intravesical BCG immunotherapy in NMIBC with respect to reducing disease recurrence, preventing disease progression, and improving disease-specific survival is now well documented and generally accepted by most scientists and clinicians. In spite of this, much controversy still exists regarding how best to implement its use in clinical practice. Maintenance therapy is crucial for improving outcomes, but the optimal instillation protocols are still a matter of debate. Through the measurement of various urinary immune cytokines and inflammatory cells, there is a mounting body of evidence to suggest that maintenance instillation regimes might be tailored to the individual patient in order to produce the desired outcome.

The concept of maintenance therapy for all has its limitations, insofar as there is a substantial dropout rate in the 1st year of treatment, so not all patients receive the recommended regime anyway. Moreover, even with the generally accepted optimal treatment schemes, around 30% will still develop recurrence. Despite the high-level evidence in support of maintenance therapy, there is arguably a subset of patients who are ultimately overtreated, and given the costs, inconvenience, and side effects associated with BCG (with a lack of evidence in support of reduced maintenance dose protocols), pursuit of alternative methods seems justified.

Recent research also suggests that there may be a difference between the various strains of BCG, although this is controversial and requires validation in larger-scale studies. The significance of this finding might be the identification of particular genes present in the more effective strains of BCG, which could provide novel targets for drug development.

A key target of future research should be to identify why certain patients fail to respond to BCG in the manner hoped for and to establish whether immunotherapy can be
manipulated to benefit this subset of patients. This potentially might be achieved through augmentation of BCG with additional cytokines added to the instillation solution. Augmentation of BCG might also be achieved through development of recombinant BCG, which would be engineered to secrete its own array of proinflammatory antitumor agents. This concept is gaining considerable interest, but further research and trials are required to establish its safety and clinical efficacy. Combination with PDT may also have a role to play, either when BCG is initiated or perhaps as a second-line therapy in patients who have failed BCG, particularly where cystectomy is not a safe or feasible option.

As the understanding of the immunological response to BCG in the urothelium and tumor cells develops, several candidates are being identified which may support the development of future targets for immune-based therapies. These include utilization of various ILs, IFN, TLRs, and TRAIL. One benefit of this approach is to avoid the potentially serious effects of local and systemic BCG infection. This review has briefly discussed the potential use of BCG-CW via nanoparticle delivery techniques, and although promising, it remains to be seen whether this technique will achieve effective clinical outcomes. Novel techniques involving the implementation of gene and virus therapy may also have a role to play in the future treatment of NMIBC, but again these ideas are very much in the embryonic stages at present.

The potential role of monoclonal antibodies in the treatment of bladder cancer has been highlighted by recent research involving manipulation of the immune checkpoint system in metastatic bladder cancer. This has shown promise, but its potential role in BCG-refractory superficial disease remains unclear. Further experimental and clinical research is required to test these theories and techniques, and it is hoped that they may result in effective therapies in the not too distant future.
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